
US-listed NortonLifeLock strikes deal for UK-listed
Avast, valued at $8bn+

NortonLifeLock has agreed to buy its European counterpart Avast. A
statement on 10 August valued Avast between $8.1bn and $8.6bn.

Founded in the 1980s, Prague-based Avast became one of a handful
of dominant players in the then niche consumer cyber protection
market. It went public in 2018 - one of the UK’s biggest tech listings at
the time. The proposed deal will allow Norton, its largest Nasdaq-listed
rival, to tap its 435m global users at a time of heightened concerns
over threats from increasingly sophisticated cyber criminals, such as
ransomware gangs. The combined business will be listed on Nasdaq
but dual-headquartered in Prague and Tempe, Arizona.

Avast faces an investor backlash after Schroders said that the terms of
Avast’s sale to Norton ‘materially undervalue’ Avast. Sue Noffke,
Schroder’s head of UK equities, said the planned takeover risks a UK
plc being ‘sold too cheaply’. Schroders has a 6.3% stake in Avast, with
only the group’s two founders, who sit on its board as non-executives,
owning bigger shareholdings in the business. Most UK investors are
likely to be forced to take the mainly cash payment and then sell the
small proportion of Norton’s US-listed shares that they receive because
it is common for fund managers to face restrictions on owning foreign
stocks.

Avast needs the approval of 75% of the shareholders who vote on the
takeover. Given that the Avast founders, who jointly hold nearly 35%,
will vote their stakes in support of the transaction, other investors face
an uphill battle if they seek to block the deal.

VC-backed cyber companies acquired at record
pace

Big Tech groups make cybersecurity pledges after White House summit
US President Biden hosted more than 20 chief executives from the technology, energy, banking,
insurance and education sectors to discuss broad deficiencies in the country’s cyber capabilities.
The address came after several high-profile attacks on US infrastructure, including the Colonial
Pipeline in May, and the proliferation of ransomware attacks affecting businesses and public
services.

Biden admitted, ‘The reality is…the federal government can’t meet this challenge alone’, addressing
the root causes of malicious online activity. The US has about 500,000 unfilled vacancies in the
cybersecurity sector.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology will work with companies to improve the integrity
of the ‘software supply chain’ and address weaknesses within the patchwork of technologies and
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protocols. Microsoft will spend $20bn on cybersecurity over five years, four times its current rate of
investment. It will also provide $150m in technical services to national and local governments. Apple
wants stronger cybersecurity protocols among its suppliers. Cyber insurer Resilience requires
policymakers to meet a threshold of cybersecurity best practice as a condition of receiving coverage.

WhatsApp issued second-largest GDPR fine of €225m (£193m)
WhatsApp has been fined €225m for breaking EUGDPR. The Irish data regulator applied a penalty
more than four times the initially proposed level after pressures from the EU. WhatsApp said the fine
was ‘entirely disproportionate’ and it would appeal.

Corelight raises $75m in Series D
Corelight raised $75m in Series D, reaching a total of $160m raised. This pushes the valuation up to
$500m. Notable investors include H.I.G. Growth Partners. Corelight is the fastest growing NDR
platform.

SEC fines Pearson $1m for misleading investors over cyber breach
Pearson has agreed to pay $1m to settle charges from US Securities and Exchange Commission
that it knowingly misled investors, downplaying the severity of a 2018 cyberattack that exposed the
personal information of millions of students. Pearson reported the breach as a ‘hypothetical risk’ in its
semi-annual report in 2019 after it had ‘already occurred’ in 2018, due to a sprawling campaign by
two Chinese state-backed hackers targeting Western research and intellectual property, including
coronavirus research. US intelligence agencies, such as the FBI, have called for mandatory
disclosure of cybersecurity incidents. Many companies are reluctant to disclose details of attacks
over reputational and legal concerns. Some might be compelled to do so under SEC rules in the US
if an incident is deemed material or under other privacy regulations.

UK study finds cyber crime victims lose $318 billion annually
Comparitech, a UK tech comparison website’s study finds cyber crime victims lose $318 annually.
The share of the UAE in this stands at $746 million.

T-Mobile suffered major data breach affecting more than 40 million people
T-Mobile customers’ personal information has been leaked. The breach affects 7.8 million postpaid
subscribers, 850,000 prepaid customers and over 40 million past or prospective customers who have
applied for credit. The information includes names, dates of birth, Social Security numbers and
driver’s license numbers. No customer financial information appears to have been exposed.

Hackers hammered Australia after calls for probe into coronavirus origins
Australia has been plunged into a hacking nightmare of unprecedented scale after calling for an
independent probe into the origins of Covid. The country’s government- along with businesses and
universities- have been hit by persistent cyberattacks. Victims include the parliamentary email
network, the Bureau of Meteorology, the departments of defence and health and state government
departments. Beijing denied any involvement. Cybersecurity experts traced much of the activity to
systems used by Chinese state-sponsored hackers.

1 million stolen credit card details posted online for free
Threat actors promoting AllWorld.Cards, a recently launched cybercriminal site, have leaked 1
million stolen credit cards’ details for free online as a way to promote a new and increasingly popular
cybercriminal site dedicated to selling payment-card credentials.

Chanel apologises for data breach
The Korean arm of Chanel has apologised after personal data belonging to its customers was
exposed. Data leaked include some customers’ names, birth rates, gender, phone numbers and
shopping history. Chanel has hired a leading independent cybersecurity firm to investigate.


